The GenBank Accession number and the strain name of the isolates, other than RGCB isolates, included in the comparative analysis are-AF369024 (S-27); EF027139 (IND-00-MH4); EU564335 (CHIK31); EF210157 (DRDE-06); EU2444823 (ITA07-RA1); EU037962 (Wuzerberg 1); EF012359 (D570/06); DQ443544 (LR2006_OPY1); EU564334 (TM25); EF027134 (IND-06-AP3); EF027135 (IND-06-KA15); EF027136 (IND-06-MH2); EF027137 (IND-06-RJ1); EF027138 (IND-06-TN1).
Nucleotide changes exclusively observed in RGCB isolates (Numbering with respect to S-27) Coding region
Non-structural protein Structural protein Isolate
A11354G A11673G # This substitution was also seen in ITA07-RA1 * This change was also present in the strains ITA07-RA1, Wuzerberg 1, D570/06, TM25 and LR2006_OPY1; but not in any of the Indian strains analysed in the study. Non-synonymous changes are shown in bold letters, and resulting amino acid changes (numbered with respect to the corresponding protein position) is shown in parenthesis. The values given within the bracket indicates the 50% inhibitory concentration (IC 50 ) of the peptide, a measure of the binding affinity. An IC 50 value <50 is considered as a good affinity. Mutation points in the predicted epitopes are marked as bold. The values given within the bracket indicates the 50% inhibitory concentration (IC 50 ) of the peptide, a measure of the binding affinity. An IC 50 value <50 is considered as a good affinity. Mutation points in the predicted epitopes are marked as bold.
